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  SEA CANOEING IN PHANG NGA BAY – DAILY TRIP
  “Explore the ancient caves & lagoon at Phang Nga Bay”
  

  

  

  

The National Marine Park Phang Nga Bay is natural art gallery full of majestic limestone
formations. The scene in this amazing bay, which you always see by flying in or take off from
the International Airport of Phuket are real non-classified world wonder.

“HONG” is the Thai word for Room. These hones are inland open-air tidal lagoons surrounded
by sheer cliffs up to 1000 feet high. The only way in-out through the tidal window on the certain
days. These windows may only be open for 15-20 minutes a day.  

“WINDOW” is the name we give to a cave that on high tide is under water and not visible. On
low tide the cave is dry exposing razor sharp rocks or deep mud. Only when the water is at the
certain level, we can paddle the sea kayak through the tidal cave or window, entering in to lost
world called “Hong”.

“SEA CAVE” The sea caves were the effected of the water erosion. The water erosion had a
great effect on the bay’s islands.

There are hundred of fruit bats and swallow nests clinging around. In the lagoons if you are
lucky you might see a macaque King fishers, Hornbills, Mudskipper. These animals are just
some commons seen of the wildlife that can be seen around here.
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To enter into the sea caves or tunnels, it is almost as a dream and far behind the reality, you
feel yourself pretty small. You are driven to silence to the deep respect just like by entering old
cathedral. Your kayak is slowly turning 360 degrees and all around you see the wonders of
nature. Sky-high rocks scrape in blue sky. Pieces of rocks are packed below with thousands of
mussels and oysters caressed by the internal tide.

You can visit this fantastic Phang Nga Bay National Marine Park by boat. The only problem is
that you will have to be happy only by seeing these bizarre islands from the distance. With this
trip it becomes a lot more exciting. You will have the opportunity to explore those islands closer
and may be this sound a bit stranger, not only outside but inside also. It is a matter of fact that
some of them have the hidden lagoon and mangrove swamps inside.

From there, a group of 24-32 (depend on the boat size) adventures full of anticipation and
expert tour guides start the trips across the emerald green Andaman Sea. On the way, passing
the myriad’s of small, uninhabited island, you will see local fishermen marking their fishing sites
with buoys.

During the trip you will cruise in one of our comfortable escort boats. You will be served coffee
and tea, also fresh fruits are always available. Water and soft drinks are complimentary on
board.

  

Tour Program: Each day changes slightly due to the sea tides and weather conditions and all
time is approximately

09.00    Hotel pick-up and transfer to pier
09.45    Arrive at the pier north east of Phuket
10.00    Departure Phuket by escort boat
11.00    Arrive at the National Park Phang Nga Bay Safety instruction to be given and informed
Paddle and explore the 2 most famous island, enter caves 20-150 m. (dark & long) to visit
lagoon
14.00    Buffet lunch served on board and cruise to The island Then leisure as your own wish on
the beach, self paddling, swimming, relaxing on the beach, etc
16.40    Arrive at the pier for transferring to your hotel
17.30    Arrive at your hotel

Note: All the above mention programs subject to change without notice due to the weather and
sea condition and sea tides levels

  

Tour Includes:
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    -  R/T transfer Hotel & Pier  
    -  Escort boat transfer for Phang Nga Bay Trips  
    -  Sea kayak  
    -  Buffet Lunch served on board  
    -  Phang Nga National Park Fee  
    -  Snacks, Soft drinks, drinking water, fruits, coffee / Tea serving on board  
    -  Life jackets  
    -  Insurance  

  

What to Bring:

    
    -  Swimwear  
    -  Beach towel  
    -  Sun glasses and few rolls of film  
    -  Shorts and light T-shirt  
    -  Sun block  
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